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ABSTRACT

This chapter aims to master web mining and Information Retrieval (IR) in the digital age, thus describing the overviews of web mining and web usage mining; the significance of web mining in the digital age; the overview of IR; the concept of Collaborative Information Retrieval (CIR); the evaluation of IR systems; and the significance of IR in the digital age. Web mining can contribute to the increase in profits by selling more products and by minimizing costs. Web mining is the application of data mining techniques to discover the interesting patterns from web data in order to better serve the needs of web-based multifaceted applications. Mining web data can improve the personalization, create the selling opportunities, and lead to more profitable relationships with customers in global business. Web mining techniques can be applied with the effective analysis of the clearly understood business needs and requirements. Web mining builds the detailed customer profiles based on the transactional data. Web mining is used to create the personalized search engines which can recognize the individuals’ search queries by analyzing and profiling the web user’s search behavior. IR is the process of obtaining relevant information from a collection of informational resources. IR has considerably changed with the expansion of the Internet and the advent of modern and inexpensive graphical user interfaces and mass storage devices. The effective IR system, including an active indexing system, not only decreases the chances that information will be misfiled but also expedites the retrieval of information. Regarding IR utilization, the resulting time-saving benefit increases office efficiency and productivity while decreasing stress and anxiety. Most IR systems provide the advanced searching capabilities that allow users to create the sophisticated queries. The chapter argues that applying web mining and IR has the potential to enhance organizational performance and reach strategic goals in the digital age.
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INTRODUCTION

The development of the World Wide Web has created the successful applications, such as search engines, electronic commerce (e-commerce), weblogs, and social network communications (Yin & Guo, 2013). The analysis of web usage has mostly focused on sites composed of conventional static pages (Berendt & Spiliopoulou, 2000). However, huge amounts of information available in the web derive from databases and are presented to the users in the pattern of the dynamically generated pages (Berendt & Spiliopoulou, 2000). As enterprises expand the increasing information about their business activities on their websites, website data promises as the meaningful source for exploring innovation (Gök, Waterworth, & Shapira, 2015).

With the advent of cost-effective storage systems and high-speed network connectivity, the amount of data gathered by various transactional systems has rapidly increased (Krishna, Jose, & Suri, 2014). Devi et al. (2012) stated that the rising popularity of e-commerce makes data mining a vital technology for several applications, especially online business competitiveness. Web mining is defined as the research focusing on the application of data mining techniques to web data (Borges & Levene, 2007). Markov and Larose (2007) indicated that web mining can be categorized into three domains regarding the nature of data (i.e., web structure mining, web content mining, and web usage mining).

Information retrieval (IR) systems aim to retrieve data that satisfies certain requirements and constitute an important service in many types of networks (Feng & Chin, 2015). IR is a fundamental component of human information behavior (Ruthven, 2008). There is a need for organizing the available information in the meaningful perspective in order to guide and improve the document indexing for the IR applications taking into account more complex data (Codocedo, Lykourentzou, & Napoli, 2014). The key driver of IR system becomes the degree to which a user’s search is adapted to the individual user properties and the contexts of use (Steichen, Ashman, & Wade, 2012). The relevant documents from the large data sets are retrieved with the support of ranking function in IR system (Gupta, Saini, & Saxena, 2015).

Increasing amounts of data volume applied on the web and their heterogeneous character make the search for information a challenging task (Besbes & Baazaoui-Zghal, 2015). The design of IR systems must respond to the goals, intentionality, and the domain knowledge of the users (Benoît & Agarwal, 2012). Traditional ranking models for IR lack the ability to make a clear distinction between relevant and non-relevant documents at top ranks if both have similar representations concerning a user’s query (Lee, Seo, Jeon, & Rim, 2011). Information requirements recognize the state for individuals seeking information, which includes information search using the IR system (Cole, 2011). Cognitive constructivism takes individual information searchers and their information interaction with IR systems regarding the primary contexts for information behavior in modern organizations (Kasemsap, 2015a).

This chapter aims to bridge the gap in the literature on the thorough literature consolidation of web mining and IR. The extant literatures of web mining and IR provide a contribution to practitioners and researchers by describing the multifaceted applications of web mining and IR to appeal to the different segments of web mining and IR in order to maximize the business impact of web mining and IR in the digital age.

BACKGROUND

The rapid development of the Internet has led to the diverse applications of accessing various web resources, such as web pages, extensible markup language (XML) documents, pictures, and audio files...
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